Due to the variety of measurement tasks and the complexity of the errors of coordinate measuring machine (CMM), it is very difficult to reasonably evaluate the uncertainty of the measurement results of CMM. It has limited the application of CMM. Task oriented uncertainty evaluation has become a difficult problem to be solved. Taking dimension measurement as an example, this paper puts forward a practical method of uncertainty modeling and evaluation of CMM task oriented measurement (called SVCMM method). This method makes full use of the CMM acceptance or reinspection report and the Monte Carlo computer simulation method (MCM). The evaluation example is presented, and the results are evaluated by the traditional method given in GUM and the proposed method, respectively. The SVCMM method is verified to be feasible and practical. It can help CMM users to conveniently complete the measurement uncertainty evaluation through a single measurement cycle.
INTRODUCTION
The new generation Geometrical Product Specifications (GPS) requests for providing the standard uncertainty reports in product inspection and laboratory certification [1] , [2] . While in the current practical applications, as indispensable and important equipment in manufacturing and product inspection, coordinate measuring machine (CMM) usually can only give the estimate of the parameters to be measured, but cannot provide the uncertainty of the measurement results [3] , [4] . For the CMM users, it is difficult to complete uncertainty modeling and evaluation of CMM task oriented measurement.
The evaluation method of the sensitivity coefficient analysis and square-sum-root synthesis has been given out in the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) [5] , which is called GUM method in this paper for convenient expression. Although it has been widely recognized in the industry, it is usually difficult to implement in practice.
It is difficult to establish the measurement models because the CMM measurement tasks are complex and diverse. Especially for the complex or non-linear measurement model, it is very difficult to calculate the transfer coefficient and investigate the correlation between the inputs based on the GUM method, the evaluation staff needs professional knowledge about uncertainty evaluation, and extensive assessment experience [6] , [7] . However, it is a practical method to evaluate uncertainty based on statistics by computer simulation [8] , [9] . Evaluating measurement uncertainty by computer simulation has application prospect [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] .
Taking dimension measurement as an example, this paper presents a practical method for uncertainty modeling and evaluation of CMM task oriented measurement, and also gives an evaluation example.
In this method, the measurement uncertainty analysis model is established based on measurement system analysis, and it is easy to understand and expand. Moreover, the method makes full use of the CMM acceptance or reinspection report as well as expert experience as constraint condition, and flexibly uses the Monte Carlo computer simulation (MCM) to evaluate measurement uncertainty. It is a simplified virtual coordinate measuring machine, which is abbreviated to SVCMM in this paper. The validity and practicability of this method can be demonstrated by the evaluation example.
The CMM users only need to complete a single measurement process and can realize the uncertainty evaluation of CMM task oriented measurement conveniently and effectively based on the SVCMM method.
MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY MODELING
For the dimensional measurement tasks of CMM, a general measurement model can be expressed as a function related to the coordinates of sampling points.
Where, Y is the result calculated by the measurement model, x , y , z are the measurement point coordinates, i a is the variable parameter.
In the actual measurement process, there are many factors that will affect the measurement results. The main sources of measurement uncertainty include the CMM indication error, measurement repeatability, measurement reproducibility, workpieces inconsistence, temperature variation, and measurement speed. The main uncertainty sources are relatively independent. Among them, the temperature variation will not only bring the uncertainty of temperature compensation, but also change the thermal expansion coefficient of the measured workpiece and the thermal expansion coefficient of CMM grating ruler. For the contact measurement, the influence of workpieces inconsistence is mainly manifested as that the workpiece shape deviation or geometric deviation will affect the measurement results. The measurement speed will affect the measuring force. If the CMM works in automatic measurement mode with low speed, the probing speed of the probe is about 2 mm/sec, and the influence of measurement speed can be neglected [15] .
For realizing computer automatic evaluation of measurement uncertainty, considering the influence of the main uncertainty sources, the general uncertainty analysis model of CMM oriented dimension measurement can be expressed as the following formula based on the MCM idea.
Where, y is the synthetic measurement result, E δ is the influence of CMM indication error on the measurement result, RP δ is the influence of measurement repeatability on the measurement result, RD δ is the influence of measurement reproducibility on the measurement result, T δ is the influence of temperature change on the measurement result, OBJ δ is the influence of measured workpieces inconsistence on the measurement result, and V δ is the influence of measurement speed on the measurement result. Obviously, due to different measurement personnel, there is a great deal of subjectivity in the acquisition of Y and RP δ , which will directly affect the evaluation result.
Therefore, the following alternative model is proposed.
In the formula, Y ′ is the average of the calculation results obtained by substituting a large number of computer simulation samples into the measurement model. The simulation samples are obtained by MCM computer simulation. They are based on one actual measurement sample, taking the maximum permissible probe error of CMM, P MPE , as the constraint condition, and combining it with the direction cosine of the actual measuring point.
Thus, Y ′ contains the effect of measurement repeatability, and it can reflect the randomness of detection more realistically. Moreover, the actual measurement process is carried out in the automatic low-speed measurement mode of the CMM, and the influence of the measurement speed on the measurement results can be ignored. The large sample point sets obtained by MCM simulation are based on the actual measurement sample, so the influence of measurement speed on the measurement results can also be ignored.
EVALUATION PROCESS OF MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY
Taking CMM dimensional measurement as an example, the schematic diagram of the measurement evaluation process of the proposed SVCMM method is shown in Fig.1 ., and the specific evaluation flow chart is shown in Fig.2 . Fig.1 . The schematic diagram of the SVCMM evaluation process for CMM dimensional measurement task.
As shown in Fig.2 ., the steps marked with "*" reflect the difference between the SVCMM evaluation and the traditional MCM evaluation.
In the traditional MCM evaluation, the single measurement result or the average value of multiple repeated measurements is used as the best estimate, and taken into the uncertainty model for synthesis. While in the SVCMM evaluation process, the actual sample points obtained in one measurement cycle are taken as the basis. According to the acceptance or reinspection report of CMM, the MCM computer simulation is used to fully reflect the probe randomness. A large number of simulation samples are obtained and taken into the measurement model. The average of the calculated results is taken as the best estimate and used to participate in the uncertainty synthesis.
It is visible that the SVCMM evaluation method can not only reflect the impact of detection randomness on the uncertainty evaluation results more fully, but also help the CMM users to obtain reasonable uncertainty evaluation results through one measurement cycle. Fig.2 . The SVCMM evaluation procedure of measurement uncertainty for CMM dimensional measurement task.
In order to guarantee the reliability of the uncertainty estimation, it is assumed that the effects of each error are uniformly distributed. The meaning and distribution characteristics of the variables in MCM simulation are shown in Table 1 .
In Table 1 ., (5) or (6) according to the measurement task belonging to internal or external dimension measurement. When the interval is symmetric, the expanded uncertainty and coverage factor can be determined as:
and the final measurement result can be expressed as
EVALUATION EXAMPLE
Taking the cylinder thickness measurement of automobile air conditioning compressor as an example, the proposed SVCMM method was applied to the uncertainty evaluation.
According to the drawings, the thickness value of the measured workpieces is 
The measurement process conformed to the operation specification and using conditions. CMM automatic measurement was used under the condition of low speed. The workpiece was placed on the measuring platform in a natural state. The probe head was configured with 4BY30, and the direction angle was T1A0B0. The measuring head was calibrated, and the workpiece coordinate system was established according to the drawing reference.
For the convenience of measurement, in one complete measurement cycle, four roughly symmetrical points i P ( )
were taken on one measurement plane, one point k P was taken from another relative end face of the workpiece. In addition, the biggest flatness of the workpiece datum was tested as 0.001 mm using the CMM measurement software, and the maximum repeatability error was 0.0023 mm according to the measurement experience. The temperature change was about 20±1℃ in the measurement process. The coordinate data and direction cosines of the points i P and k P are shown in Table 2 . and Table 3 . The traditional GUM method, MCM method and the proposed SVCMM method are used to evaluate the uncertainty of the measurement results, respectively. The sample number of computer simulations is taken as 000 ， 100 =
M
, and the confidence probability is assumed as % 95 =
P
. The evaluation results are shown in Table 4 . The comparison of the distributions and 95 % confidence interval limits of the results is shown in Fig.3 . The comparison of the best estimate values and the confidence intervals of the results is shown in Fig.4 . It can be seen by comparison that the evaluation results of the three methods are more consistent. Judging by the accepted GUM evaluation results, it can be concluded that the SVCMM evaluation method is feasible and the evaluation results are effective. 
CONCLUSION
Taking dimension measurement as an example, this paper presents a method of uncertainty modeling and evaluation of CMM task oriented measurement.
The established uncertainty analysis model is easy to understand and easy to expand. For different geometry measurements, the error items that affect the measurement results can be changed according to the actual situation. The proposed SVCMM evaluation method is applied on the basis of the actual measurement points, so it is suitable for all dimensional measurement tasks. Especially, the SVCMM method is based on MCM computer simulation to simulate the random sampling of errors, which is more in line with the actual impact of the error. Moreover, this method is easy to carry out by computer programming, which can improve the evaluation efficiency and realize the intelligent evaluation.
The evaluation example shows that the proposed uncertainty modeling and evaluation method of CMM task oriented measurement is effective and feasible, it can help the CMM users to complete the reasonable evaluation of the measurement uncertainty through a single measurement process, and the proposed method is economical and practical. Considering the dynamic impact on measurement, further research on the measurement uncertainty evaluation of CMM at different speeds will be carried out to improve the evaluation method.
